
assembly instructions uxl open-front desks

TOOLS, HARDWARE & COMPONENTS:

º  check that all components are accounted for and undamaged before assembly. 
º  assemble product in a clean, dry area; if cleaning is necessary, use a mild cleaner and damp cloth.
º  for larger units, a second person is recommended for assistance in the assembly process.

For assistance in assembling product, missing or damaged parts or to place 

an order, please contact our customer service department @ 1-800-328-1061.

A . B.

A .

B.

E.

*legs with casters come with 13mm wrench for 

securing casters (casters packed with legset).

C.

uxl work surface (laminated top) 
 
open front bookbox frame

wood screws (fasten top to frame)

M6 x 20mm nyloc bolts (fasten legs to frame) 
(2 per leg)   
 
uxl leg set

C.

D.

3.  using a phillips head screwdriver,  
      insert (x2) M6 x 20mm nyloc bolts  
      into each leg - tighten bolts.  

6.  follow steps 4-5 with remaining legs  
      on your desk until all are installed.

1.  begin by placing the bookbox frame  
     upside down. 

2.  place the threaded holes of the first  
     uxl leg against the frame’s leg bracket. 
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ADDITIONAL TOOLS NEEDED: 

*PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER*
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E.

D. 7.  place your assembled frame (bookbox   
     & leg set) onto the laminated work  
     surface - lining up the pre-drilled holes     
     with the holes in the bookbox frame.

8.  insert included wood screws into  
     pre-drilled holes in the laminated top  
     & fasten with a phillips head screwdriver  
    or power drill (set to low torque setting)

8b. for UXL tables / desks with casters -  
     see page 2. 



assembly instructions uxl tables (caster installation)

UXL LEG SETS WITH CASTERS º  check that all components are accounted for and undamaged before assembly. 
º  assemble product in a clean, dry area; if cleaning is necessary, use a mild cleaner and damp cloth.
º  for larger units, a second person is recommended for assistance in the assembly process.

For assistance in assembling product, missing or damaged parts or to place 

an order, please contact our customer service department @ 1-800-328-1061.

A . B.

*legs with casters come with 13mm wrench for 

securing casters (casters packed with legset).

uxl leg set with casters

uxl caster wrench (13mm)

uxl leg set caster pack

A .

B.

1.  insert caster into threaded hole on   
     bottom of each leg - proceed to hand  
     tighten the nut.

2.  with the nut hand-tight, use the  
      supplied 13mm wrench to fasten &    
      secure the caster in place. 
 
      Continue the same assembly process  
      with remaining uxl legs on your table  
      or desk(s). 
 
3.  flip your table right-side-up (with the  
     help of an assistant) and your table is  
     ready for use.
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